The Fellowship of the Ring

The fellowship of the ring is a film whose story is from a legendary book of J.R.Tolkien. It acts in Middle Earth, a world filled with Dwarves, Elbes e.t.c.. The story starts after Frodo Beggins gets the one ring by his father. The ring is filled with an evil power, so Frodo takes it to Bruchtal, where should be decided what happens to the ring. In Bruchtal they decide to destroy the ring in the only place it can be destroyed, the Schiksalsberg. Frodo is helped by a group of good guys, "Fellowship of the Ring". Two persons died on their journey the wizard Gandalf and the human Faramir (Gandalf came back, but in another movie). The movie ends as the Fellowship splits. The movie has great special effects, especially the animation of Gandalf's death are awesome. The actors are very good, especially the actor of Frodo. The scene-taking and the deleting of the Movie are a masterpiece. "The Fellowship of the Ring" is all in all a film everybody should have seem.
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